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Tanning on campus laid bare What

to do in
the SLP

ERIN SCHNEIDER
STAFF WRITFR
The World Health Organiza
tion calls tanning "carcinogenic to
humans," but that doesn't seem to
worry groups of girls at USD who
are often seen tanning in bikinis
outside of classrooms and offices
of professors.
"I think that young women
tanning outside of offices and
classrooms is completely inap
propriate," senior Carly Studer
said. "I know that showing skin is
a part of our society but this is an
institution of higher learning, not
a tanning area... You are lowering
the image of the university and
yourself."
Dr. Harriet Baber, whose
office overlooks a tanning hotspot
outside of Founders has a differ
ent take on the issue. "If they
want to tan outside my office it's
ok with me. I'd much rather see
young men tanning outside my
office though. My office is 165 C
Founders, overlooking the grassy
knoll between Founders and
the Immaculata. I'm the fourth
window, with the Apple sticker on
it. I welcome any young men who
would like to tan on the grassy
knoll in my line of sight."
No matter how appropriate or
inappropriate the people tanning
outside may be, a few people look
past this to identify the real prob
lem - people's blatant ignorance
when it comes to the connection

MOSES UT0MI
STAFF WRITER
College is about living it up
and there's no place to start like
the Student Life pavilion. Wether
you're hungry or just bored, the
SLP is the place to be. Here are
25 ways to enjoy yourself in the
new building.

EMILY WINSLOW/ THE VISTA

Sunbathers are a common sight on campus. From left to right: Nikita Mehta '12, Hannah Worley '12
and Katy Marshall '12 spent time tanning near the pool last week.
between direct sunlight and UV
rays with skin cancer.
Director of Gender Stud
ies and Professor of Philosophy,
Lori Watson, offers her opinion
on the subject. "Although it is a
bit odd to see students display
ing themselves on beach towels
while walking into [my office], it
is a product of the mixture of aca

Small group available
for first year women

demic and living spaces," Watson
said. "I think the real concern is
the obsession of the young with
getting a tan...skin cancer is a
serious concern that seems to me
to be the important topic to dis
cuss."
Skin checks are one of the
many health services offered at
the Student Health Center. They

IP

COURTESY WOMEN'S CENTER

MEGHAN ANDERSON
STAFF WRITFR
This semester the Women's
Center, in collaboration with the
Counseling Center, is hosting a
series of discussion groups for
first year women called "First
Year Women Rock: Let's Talk!"
These discussion groups create
a confidential and safe space for
first year women to discuss their
new USD lives.
The women themselves gen
erate the topics for discussion
depending on what is currently
affecting their lives. The topics
range from friendships and dating

to body image or simply finding a
balance between school and other
activities. Regardless of the topic,
the important aspect of these first
year women talks according to
the Women's Center's Director
of Issues, Georgina Santos, is that
"they provide an open space to
share the joys and challenges that
come along with being a fresh
man."
Vanessa Weinbach, a staff
Psychologist at the USD counsel
ing center, facilitates these weekly
discussions. When asked about
the need for "First Year Women

see WOMEN, page 3

STAFF WRITF.R
The University of San Diego
is bringing technology to the
palm of your hand - literally. USD
Mobile is the latest technological
development created by the In
formation Technology Services
center, and students are calling it
a huge hit.
"USD mobile is a great con
cept. I love having such easy ac
cessibility," senior Tracey Stein
beck said.
The programs include a
GPS-enabled map'of the campus,
athletic news and scores, the abil
ity to email and call any member
of the faculty through a direc
tory, video streaming through
YouTube, a campus news feed, a
course and library catalog, a cal
endar of campus events and even
photos and wallpapers to use on
mobile phones.
An application is currently
available for the iPhone, though

"Madden Curse Alive and Well"
Streak continues with Palamalu injury. Can Fitzgerald buck the
trend? Story on page 14.

C1JBSK BE MADDEN

see SKIN, page 3

University introduces
mobile applications
VICTORIA FANTOZZI

women rock

are much like a family practice,
offering physicals, shots, repro
ductive healthcare and much
more.
Pamela Sikes, Director of
the Student Health Center, sug
gests making an appointment so
as to get each student in to see a
professional in a timely manner.

applications for smart phones
such as the BlackBerry will be
available around January of

2010.
A select group of universities
including Stanford and Duke had
already been using the technology,
which was developed by Terribly
Clever Design, the brainchild of
two Stanford students. The USD
ITS center collaborated with Ter
ribly Clever on the nine programs
now available to USD students.
The explosion of smart
phones was a huge indicator that
it was time for the university to
go mobile. "Students want useful
applications in their hands," ITS
Chief Information Office Chris
Wessells said. "They don't want
to walk around campus and
look up information on a laptop.
They want to be able to dp so in
the palm of their hands, and the
iPhone is a huge step forward in
that market."

1. Eat the best cafeteria food
you'll ever taste.
2. Watch the chefs do their thing
on the ChefCam.
3. Have gladiator fights in the
Coliseum (open area on the third
floor).
4. Watch the Chargers lose in
HD.
5. Attempt to guess which stamp
will be used for dinner and not
wash your hands accordingly.
6. Break into applause when a
dish is dropped and broken.
7. Complain about how expen
sive the food is. Then comment
on how good it is. Then complain
again.
8. Walk down the spiral staircase
in slow motion, wearing a prom
dress.
9. Play rock, paper, scissors to
decide which food to eat.
10. Do homework from 4:30 p.m.
to 8 p.m., eating intermittently.
11. Stock up on candy at Tu Mercado.
12. Make smiley face pancakes.
13. Tell the cashiers that you're
allergic to ink right before they
stamp your hand.
14. Mix pomegranate lemonade
with Sprite.
15. Eat all of your food with
chopsticks.
16. Chat with both friends and
friendly strangers.
17. Catch/watch/cower in fear of
pigeons.
18. Participate in any of the
various activities held on Plaza
Mayor.
19. Visit the new newsroom for
The Vista (403 B).
20. Bathe everything in the choc
olate fountain.
21. Hang out with Oscar at the
Pavilion dining entrance.
22. Debate the merits of trickledown economics.
23. Bump elbows with the entire
freshmen class.
24. Play musical chairs while
looking for seating.
25. Eat merrily with the knowl
edge that State students are living
off of ramen noodles.

see MOBILE, page 2
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News Editor: Anne Slagill
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aslagill@usdvista.com

ANNE SLAGILL
NFWS FDITOR

Word of the week:

Crack

The word crack makes me
think of addictions and addic
tions make me think of Gummi
Bears.
The
fruity,
delicious,
squishy goodness of gelati
nous bears between my teeth
once made me happy. Now it's
a problem. There are at least
seven bags hidden in my desk
right now, but I'm working on
it. Thanks to an intervention
staged by some caring friends
I'm down to a pack a day.
The word crack has endless
meanings. It's not just slightly
insensitive slang for your fa
vorite fake addiction. Crack is
peeking out of your plumber's
size 42 trousers, it's the first
beautiful sound of a home run,
and it's currently leaving it's
ugly mark on the Bishop Buddy
statue in front of Aromas.
I called Public Safety to
ask about the cracked granite at
the base of our founder's statue.
They hadn't heard about it.
Since I'd identified myself as a
reporter, they assumed I wanted
to file a report on the crack. This
resulted in further confusion as
I attempted to explain that I was
looking to get information, not
to give it.
I was transferred around,
my name was taken and I was
asked if I had witnessed any
thing suspicious. Several min
utes passed as my testimony
was noted and re-noted. I"had
called to ask pressing questions
and I found myself pressed.
Later, I called grounds
maintenance and spoke to Char
lie Thomas about the gaping
crack. He said the damage hap
pened a few years ago and was
repaired with glue at that time.
Any number of things, including
a collision with a lawn mower,
could have caused the crack to
reappear.
Thomas said the quick fix
with glue back in the day was
insufficient and that the entire
granite panel will probably have
to be replaced this time. He said
he had no reason to believe that
the crack was the result of van
dalism.
When he said that, 1 real
ized I could have saved myself
several minutes of confusing
phone transfers and the obliga
tion of filing a crime report. If
I had not assumed the worst
in people, I would have called
grounds maintenance first.
As a reporter, I work hard
to present the truth in stories
(and an entertaining opinion
ated version of the truth in my
column) so I would never try to
sensationalize a story. Still, the
urge to snag the scoop on some
thing scandelous, dangerous or
stunning is ever-present in my
heart. I guess I'm addicted to
drama like the rest of us.
This week's column is an
apology to USD drama addicts.
I'm sorry there is no- exciting
story associated with that huge
crack at Buddy's feet. Give
Gummi Bears a try this week.

1881 Chester Arthur be
comes the third president
to serve in one year.

1981
Philadelphia
Phillies
pitcher Steve Carlton strikes out
his 3,118th batter to break the
National League record for career

1987 ABC airs the first episode
of "Full House."

1875 15-year-old Billy the Kid
is arrested for the first time for
hiding a stolen bag of clothes from
a Chinese laundryman.

Ul

1875
1890 Mormon leaders issue the
"Mormon Manifesto," command
ing all Latter-Day Saints to abol
ish the practice of polygamy.

1890
Pacific Southwest
Airlines jet collides with a small
prop plane over San Diego, killing
153 people and causing extensive
damage in surrounding neighbor
hoods.

USD jumps on the app
bandwagon

1960 The first ever televised
presidential debate occurs in a
Chicago studio between John F.
Kennedy and Richard M. Nixon.

1540 The Jesuit order (Society
of Jesus) is officially recognized,
receiving its charter from Pope
Paul III.

Sources: History.com and
On-This-Day.com

Young Love
Jillian Anthony
Managing Frlitnr

Dear Jilla:
I've started seeing a new girl, but there's a problem.
I'm a senior...and she's a freshman. I really like her, but my
friends are constantly criticizing and joking about it. I don't
know if it's worth it. Is it okay to date someone so much
younger?
Sincerely,
Growing Old in Olin

ANDREW QUINTANA/ THE VISTA

Students have taken advantage of the new USD application by add
ing it on their phones.

MOBILE, continued
Another factor influencing
USD Mobile was the University's
reputation. A few years ago, our
technology was so backwards
that students had to register for
classes via the telephone. This
advancement puts us ahead of our
peer universities, such as Loyola
Marymount
and
Pepperdine
universities, who do not mobile

applications.
The initial nine programs are
only the start. Various other mobile
features are being developed in
cluding applications to pay tuition
online, check grades, order meals
and even a GPS-enabled tracking
device for USD tram services.
"I can't wait until they add a
direct link to Torero mail and the
bookstore," Steinbeck said.

Robbing the cradle, prowling for cougars or cougars on
the prowl - there's a stigma associated with it all. Dating young
er always raises eyebrows, whether it's the older man dating
someone 20 years his junior (she just wants him for his money)
or the older woman who found a slice of happiness in a much
younger hunk (she is just so pathetic, and he only wants her for
her money). In some ways age gaps are even more controversial
between college couples, as the maturity and experience level
between different ages can vary so much, even within a year.
But does that mean it cannot, or should not, be done?
Older men going for younger women is the most common
cradle-robbing arrangement, or at least that is the perception that
everyone seems to hold. And yet this seems to be socially held
as the most devious. Senior men "scamming" on freshmen can
be viewed in a predatory light and likened to lions preying on
wide-eyed, youthful does. But women also tend to gravitate to
older men. Men mature later than women, tight? So are these
guys actually out there hunting the naive or are they just taking
advantage of a good opportunity?
As for women dating younger guys, it does happen. One
of my current roommates is evidence of this. She has faced a lot
of ridicule, but of a different kind than men most likely would.
We tease her, but don't look down on her. Mostly we just con
gratulate her for nabbing a younger cutie. And perhaps warn her
that he may not be in it for the long haul, dating someone like her
who has such an old soul.
Is this a double standard? Are the men warned against no
matter what, and the women always seen as being in danger of
potential pain? Or is this one of those classic battles of the sexes,
where bros high five about their green conquests and chicks
giggle over their juvenile stallions, but both disapprove when
it's done the other way?
In the end you have to decide for yourself, and be honest
about it. Is this just a fling, or is this something that will last
longer than that first month of school hookup frenzy? Can you
stand up to the criticism, or would you rather not deal with
people calling your significant other "the toddler"? Either way,
make sure the feeling is mutual, so nobody's innocence is taken
advantage of and you don't end up being called "the mistake."
Besides, age ain't nothing but a number.
To get your burning questions answered by Jilla, send me an
email atjanthony@usdvista.com.
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10,SAFETY REPORT
Sept. 15

extension multiple times, but would not
speak or identify themselves.

Location: ALCALA PARK WAY
At 1:31 p.m., Public Safety responded
to a report of a traffic hit and run accident
on campus. Upon investigation, a university
employee was allegedly struck while driving
a golf cart by a white SAAB station wagon
bearing CA plates 5WAK697. The male
driver of the station wagon immediately
drove off campus. The employee sustained
minor injuries, but was not transported to
the hospital. If anyone has information re
garding this incident, please contact Public
Safety immediately at 619-260-7777.

Sept. 17

Location: SPORTS CENTER MAIN
BUILDING
At 1:39 p.m., Public Safety responded
to a report of a minor traffic accident.
Upon investigation, ai\ individual acciden
tally backed their vehicle into a universityowned golf cart being driven by a university
employee. No injuries were sustained and
there was minor damage to the vehicle.

Sept. 18

Sept. 16

Location: SAN BUENAVENTURA

Location: MISSIONS B AREA
At 10:31 a.m.. Public Safety responded to
a report of repeated suspicious phone calls
to a residence room. Upon investigation, an
unknown individual(s) has called a room

At 11:02 p.m.. Public Safety responded
to a report of a male subject who was bleed
ing from his head, and was being dragged
into a residential hall room by another in
dividual. Public Safety made contact with

Skin checks a must in SD
SKIN, continued
Whether a student finds
a
suspicious spot or would just like
someone to teach him or her how
to recognize differences in skin,
Sikes is very adamant about the
fact that evaluations should take
place, and the location and con
venience of the on-campus health
center should encourage people to
visit for such a simple procedure.
"If we have a surge in com
municable diseases, we must pri
oritize," Sikes said regarding the
recent outbreak of the H1N1 virus
and subsequent publicity. "We can
get anyone in for a routine check
up in a couple of days at most."
To address the "ignorance
is bliss" attitude towards tanning
and its connection to skin cancer

widely seen across the USD
campus, the health center is start
ing to more consistently set up
booths at events for awareness
purposes. Currently, they are also
updating their website along with
the rest of the University.
"We are re-energizing and
updating the web pages to include
tips on prevention of many things,
including skin cancers, and web
site links for even more in-depth
information," Sikes said.
One of these sites, skincancer.
org, includes a myriad of mate
rial including prevention, facts
and figures, instructions on how
to do a personal mole check and
fair-skinned beauties in hopes of
creating role models for the tan
population to aspire to.

SEPTEMBER 17-23

those present in the room, identified them as
the resident students and identified the indi
vidual with the head injury as a non-student
guest of the residents. All students and the
guest were under the influence of alcohol.
The residents were determined to be too
intoxicated to care for themselves, and were
voluntarily transported to detox (BAC .115,
.092, .092). The guest had injured himself at
an off-campus party, and was transported to
the hospital for further evaluation.

Location: MARIAN WAY AT KROC IN
STITUTE FOR PEACE AND JUSTICE
At 1:28 a.m., Public Safety received a
report of a skateboarding accident on the
West Hill. Upon investigation, a resident
student had lost control of his skateboard
while skating in the roadway and had fallen
and suffered a head injury. The student was
evaluated and transported by paramedics to
the hospital for further evaluation.

Sept. 19

Location: STUDENT LFE PAVILION
At 4:22 p.m.. Public Safety responded to
a report of vandalism to university property.
Upon investigation, an unknown individual
had drawn an image parodying the univer
sity's logo and acronym "USD" in perma
nent marker on a wall in a men's restroom.
General Services was contacted to paint over
the markings.

Sept. 13

Location: PARDEE LEGAL RESEARCH
CENTER
At 12:55 p.m., Public Safety responded
to a report of a stolen parking permit. Upon
investigation, a commuter student had left
her parking permit unattended and unse
cured in her vehicle with an open window.
There were no signs of forced entry and no
other items were missing.

Women's group offers support CLASSIFIED
WOMEN, continued
Rock: Let's Talk!" at USD
she responded by saying, "The
feedback from first year students is
always that their greatest struggle
is the transition into college life.
This group gives women a place
to talk openly about the difficul
ties of this transition."
As Weinbach continues to
facilitate these talks she hopes
that "through these discussions,
freshmen women become more
connected to each other, their class
and the USD community, which

101
1. Opt for shade between 10
a.m. and 4 p.m.
2. Use a sunscreen with SPF 15
or higher every day.
3. Examine your skin head-totoe every month.
4. See a physician once a year
for a skin exam.

will make for an overall happier
transition."
The "First Year Women Rock:
Let's Talk!" discussion group is
held every Monday this semester
from 5:30 to 7 p.m. in SLP 424.
It is an open group so first year
women can join whenever they
want during the semester. Interest
ed women should e-mail Vanessa
Weinbach at vweinbach@sandiego.edu or Erin Lovette-Colyer,
director of the Women's Center,
at womenscenter@sandiego.edu
for attendance purposes prior to a
meeting.

Condo for Rent. 2
bedroom 2 bath,
Near USD - Bay
Park. Upper Unit,
Safe and Quiet
Street. Great
Breeze. Dog OK,
$1,700 mo. 1 year
lease. Call 619886-8890.

EASY $$$$$$$
Need extya money for the
HHHHHekend!
Distribute The Vista Thursday
mornings and make 20 dollars a
wel
For more hi1ormatiOfi contact:
mbarker@usavista.com

Source: skincancer.org
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The Vista publication is written and edited by USC
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only and is not to be construed as an expressed
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commercial venues by the staff or University.
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the University Center, room 114B.
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OPINION
RYAN MULVEY
OPINION EDITOR

Thursday, September 24, 2009
Opinion Editor: Ryan Mulvey
rmulvey@usdvista.com

News media motivated by economic gains
Viewers ought to diversify resources and develop media literacy

Tolerance
I've been hearing a lot
of people criticize tolerance
lately. Of course, in criticizing
tolerance, they advocate an even
more inclusive notion of total
acceptance. Is this necessary? I
think it is important to consider
what it means to be tolerant and
why this may, or may not, be
healthy.
To tolerate is to acknowledge
the right of another person, thing,
idea or concept to exist without
hinderance. Tolerance is an
important civic value that allows
for a pluralistic society to exist.
Implicit in this concept is the
idea that to be tolerant requires
no recognition of an inherent
truth in another's opinion. This is
important.
Tolerance is enshrined in the
Constitution, wherein the First
Amendment protects, among
other things, the freedom of
speech. Luckily, this protection
extends not just to polite
speech, but also to that which is
unpopular. Tolerance allows for
freedom of conscience in that
no semblance of acceptance of
another is necessary.
Critics
say
this
isn't
enough. Being tolerant allows
for objection; it means we can
assert belief in a higher Truth
by recognizing another's error.
It allows for a clear personal
rejection of another's beliefs
while still respecting their right
to hold such tenets. Critics want
acceptance that sits on the border
of relativism and indifference.
Ironically, those who scorn
tolerance in favor of a stricter
standard of acceptance fool
themselves. Most individuals
will readily claim they prefer
acceptance of everyone and
everything without exception
or precondition. I would wager,
though, that many are quite
happy to maintain an enlightened
demeanor while still holding
their politically incorrect notions
at heart.
I
struggle
with
the
missionaries of inclusivity and
political correctness.'I'm happy
to stay simply tolerant. I stand
with Pope Leo XIII, who wrote,
that anything beyond tolerance
allows for "boundless license"
that makes no "distinction
between Truth and Error, honesty
and dishonesty."
I prefer someone whom I
can really know. I trust a man
with convictions that he readily
defends, no matter my own
disposition. If somebody finds me
in error, I want to know. I detest
being stared at through a mask of
false humility and friendliness, or
worse yet, feigned interest.
The world of blind acceptance
is one without freedom. It's a
world of false civility, hardly
pluralistic and devoid of liberty.
Soviet Russia was accepting,
scorning mere tolerance. So was
Nazi Germany. Both destroyed
the individual in the quest for
equality in all respects, including
thought. There's no room in
the progressive social order for
uniqueness or expression. I'll
stick to tolerance.

^

63% BELIEVE NEWS TO BE INACCURATE
60% BELIEVE NEWS IS POLITICALLY BIASED
71% CITE TV AS MAIN SOURCE OF NEWS

LORA SFORZA / THE VISTA

TYLER FICK

GUEST WRITER

The introduction begins with
intense music, perfect lighting
and a powerful voice narrating
and reciting the long list of the
network's credentials. When the
clip finally begins it's nothing but
pretty faces, exciting stories and
constant teasers leading the viewer
on so they watch the program to
the last second.
This is the daily routine of
nearly every news network on

television today. The stories are
catchy and rarely give the viewer
any in-depth background. The
anchors are dressed to kill. Most
importantly, and intriguingly, the
program is constantly interrupted
with two to three minute segments
of advertisements.
How did this happen? When
did the news and journalism in
dustry become just another facet
of the entertainment business?
The
short
answer
is
money. Actually, the only answer
is money. As with anything in our

culture, when someone realized
there was big money to be made
in a necessary profession the rest
was, as they say, history. What
began as a business dedicated to
informing the public about current
events, keeping governing powers
in check and bringing major social
issues to light, has now been
turned into a battle over viewership and profit.
With major sponsors breath
ing down their necks, news net
works don't have just reporting to
worry about. This means that you,

as the viewer, have reason to be
skeptical. Networks may claim to
have the well being of their view
ers in mind, but when it comes
down to it, it's not the viewers that
are pumping millions of dollars
into the networks' pockets.
My outlook on the media has
geuinely changed as a communi
cation major here at USD. 1 have
given thought to the idea that per
haps I am too cynical in my views.
It seems my sentiment is shared.
In a recent survey conducted
by the Pew Research Center for
the People and the Press, it was
found that 63 percent of Ameri
cans believe that news stories are
inaccurate and 60 percent believe
news organizations are politically
biased. This poll was conducted
among 1,500 adults, 71 percent
of whom cited television as their
main source of news.
Despite so many claiming to
be skeptical, the news networks
don't seem to be suffering any
losses. The predominance of tele
vision in our culture makes it a
quick and convenient source of in
formation. Just as these networks
have a responsibility to give view
ers truthful and unbiased informa
tion, I would claim that we also
have an obligation to diversify our
source of news intake.
The increase in my own per
sonal media literacy, due to my
studies at USD, has opened my
eyes to the need to go beyond the
surface. While there is not a single
solution, there is certainly a start
ing point. The only thing that will
ultimately ensure that what you
are hearing is legitimate is your
own investigation. It's worth the
effort.

City precariously postpones debate overwinter shelter
Homeless left in limbo while politicians, residents and business owners debate

KARLA ABEA
GUFST WRITFR

The San Diego City Council
was presented with the challenging
task of relocating the city's tempo
rary homeless shelter for the up
coming winter season last week.
Mayor Jerry Sanders directed each
member of the council to propose
a location within his or her corre
sponding district as an alternative.
The shelter has conventional
ly been established downtown, but
San Diego City Councilmember
Kevin Faulconer said it shouldn't
always fall in his district. "There
can't just be one neighborhood in
the city providing all the services,"
said Faulconer.
While many downtown resi
dents speak out against the influx
of the homeless and subsequent
problems associated with their
presence, including are drug and
alcohol abuse, others maintain that
the downtown district is the most
logical location for the shelter.
Although downtown San
Diego is, in fact, where the highest
concentration of homeless people
are located, it begs the question if
this is due, at least in part, to the
fact that it is where homeless ser
vices are located.
It may seem illogical to locate
the shelter where there are no
homeless, but from the perspective
of downtown residents and busi
ness owners, it does seem unfair

that they should have to bare the
brunt of the problem all the time.
Politicians and
homeless
advocates agree that the best
solution would be a permanent
facility. In my opinion, this seems
counterintuitive. A major part of
the debate is that no one wants a
shelter in their own backyard, nor
are they willing to tolerate one for
too long.
Routinely changing the loca
tion and causing a mass migration
of homeless people across the city
from one district to another would
be highly impractical.
The city could set up mul
tiple winter homeless shelters,
effectively fractional izing the
homeless population to an extent
that its presence goes less noticed.
Over $47 million a year is already
spent on services for the homeless
and those at risk of homelessness.
There may not be room in the
budget, and even if there was one
could argue such lofty expenses
would be more for the benefit of
the non-homeless population who
tire of the burden of housing the
homeless.
"There is no right answer,"
said Payne, a homeless man cur
rently residing downtown, in a
recent news report.
No matter the decision, it's
most important to keep in mind that
the homeless are people too, and
we can't lose sight of the objective
of the homeless shelter - to help.

RYAN FISHER/THE VISTA

Washington Heights homeless

struggles day to day.
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Body image article
sorely needed

EDITORIAL BOARD
Mary Beth Barker, Editor in Chief
Jillian Anthony, Managing Editor
Kaitlin Perry, Associate Editor
Ryan Sidhoo, Sports Co-Editor

Dear Vista Editors,
I just finished reading the
Opinion section of the Vista,
and let me just tell you that
the body image artcile written
by Theodora Valovska was
superb. I feel it deserves more
than just a small column, but
a full spread. Body image and
all the eating disorders at
tached to it are issues which
are ignored here at USD.
Thank you so much for expos
ing it, though briefly. I would
be interested in reading a full
expose on the topic. Great
job for including this. Thank
you so much for all that you
do and keep doing what your
doing beacuse your work is
excellent!

Tu Mercado? More, like
Tu dinero! Once more, the
overactive zealous conscience
of USD is at work. The victim:
your wallet.
Being a Torero is an expen
sive proposition. Tuition is on
par with the most prestigious
schools in the country. Living
expenses in Southern Califor
nia are uncommonly high. And
don't forget those trendy hipster
threads you've got to buy.
We appreciate that there is
now a more convenient grocery
on campus, but did USD set up
some sort of business partner

ship with Whole Foods? Because
you'll spend your Whole Allow
ance on the bare necessities of
life.
We want Frosted Flakes and
Oreos. We get fair trade organics
and overpriced vegan oddities. We
want familiar products that taste
good and are amenably priced for
a student's budget. We get strange
sounding brands that no one has
ever heard of with prices equally
unknown.
Tu Mercado fails in satisfy
ing our simple desires. More im
portantly, in supplying fair trade
products USD violates its own

Ryan Mulvey, Opinion Editor
Ryan Coghill, Arts & Culture Editor
Anne Slagill, News Editor
Morgan Payne, Sports Co-Editor

mission. In fact, simple investiga
tion shows that fair trade, and the
boycotting of major corporations
who outsource abroad, leads to a
worsening of poverty in the Third
World. .
Don't believe us? Just think
of this simple economic scenario.
You live in the Third World and
you get a low paying job. It sure
beats starving or digging through
rubbish heaps. You're happy to get
that paycheck from Corporation X
at the end of every month.
Back home, a bunch of wellintentioned people decide to boy
cott Corporation X and its products

in the name of human dignity.
One of two things is going to
happen to you. You will lose
your job because the corpora
tion has lost money. Or, you're
wages will be cut to make up
for the company's losses. This
is simple economics.
If we want to help the poor,
we should insist on stocking our
grocery with nothing but fair
trade luxuries. Not only does it
mean we don't get to enjoy the
stuff normal people eat, but it
means we just might be hurting
an impoverished brother in the
Third World.

Anna von Bertrab
Class of 2012

The Vista encourages letters
to the editor and commen
tary from students, faculty,
staff, administration and
community members.
Letters and commentaries
should be sent to letters @
usdvista.com. They will
go directly to the editor-inchief and the opinion editor.
Letters and commentary
should be limited to 300
words, must include a
writer's name and phone
number (for verification)
and are subject to
editing for length and
clarity. Please include your
year in school. The Vista
does not publish anonymous
letters, those addressed to a
third party or letters in poor
taste.

Sigma Alpha Mu expelled at SDSU: Just or unfair?
NATALIE NEWMAN
STAFF WRITER
Sigma Alpha Mu fraternity
was recently expelled from San
Diego State University after it was
discovered that illegal drugs had
been sold on fraternity properties
over the past six months.
On April-17,2009, San Diego
State University Police discovered
large quantities of illegal drugs
during a search of the fraternity's
house. They linked fraternity
members to the selling of those
drugs. Another search on June 10,
2009 of a Sigma Alpha Mu apart
ment resulted in another find of il
legal drugs and further evidence of
drug sales. Five people have been
arrested in connection with the

searches. In May of 2008, the fra
ternity was suspended following a
campus-wide drug bust known as
Operation "Sudden Fall," though
they were later reinstated.
Some have complained that
the actions of only a few members
have negatively affected the entire
chapter. I argue that this is what
happens when one becomes part
of a group; the reputation of many
can be negatively affected by the
decisions of just a few. It isn't
fair that so many Sigma Alpha
Mu active members and alumni
should have to risk having their
reputations tainted by a handful of
members. But, each person who
joins a group, whether it be a sports
team, academic club or Greek or
ganization, knows that they have a

responsibility to the other people
involved. I find it surprising that
the expulsion of Sigma Alpha Mu
from SDSU should come as such
a shock, in light of the allegations
against several of its members.
As these young men will
someday find out, in the real world
you often don't get a warning.
These fraternity members were
lucky enough to have a warning
in the form of Operation "Sudden
Fall." While people might com
plain that SDSU has imposed a
'harsh punishment' on the frater
nity, I think it's about time they
made an example of one of their
Greek organizations.
Operation
"Sudden
Fall" didn't teach anybody
anything because the university

gave lenient punishments to the
fraternities involved. These men
are finally finding out what a true
punishment really is and it's too
late to do anything about it. These
are the tough life lessons we all
must experience at one time or
another.
I wholeheartedly believe
in the merits and benefits of the
Greek community. Therefore,
it saddens me to see the poor
choices of just a few individuals
negatively
impact
people's
outlook on a nationwide group
of people. By properly punishing
this type of behavior, we can
begin to hope that someday Greek
organizations will once again make
headlines for all of the positive
characteristics that they possess.

Politicians are people too, so give them a break when they act foolishly
JULIE CEPEDA
STAFF WRITFR
Representative Joe Wilson
calling Barak Obama a liar during
an address to Congress; the big
man himself calling Kanye West a
"jackass" (off the record, of course)
in response to the performer's rude
behavior at the MTV Video Music
Awards. These events have sent
the media into a frenzy over the
last couple of weeks, a frenzy that
the public hungrily devours.
Had Jay Leno called Obama
a liar on his late night talk show,
or if Lady Gaga had insulted
Kanye just after the VMAs, their
behavior would have warranted
nothing more than a short tweet on
Twitter or a couple of 'Likes' on
Facebook. After a couple of days,
things would have died down and

CNN would have put the records
in their archives.
Why, then, is the public so
fascinated with the fact that our
politicians are capable of such
behavior? Do we really hold poli
ticians in such high esteem as to
forget that they are just like us?
Politicians suffer a spotlight
very different from that of other
prominent figures. They are, after
all, supposed to be our bold, fearless
leaders. The scrutiny they undergo
is much harsher than that subjected
onto popular actors and singers.
Congressman Andre Carson of In
diana 'chunks a deuce' and photos
flood the internet; Akon 'chunks a
deuce' and no one bats an eye. Are
politicians just not allowed to act
like normal people anymore?
I understand that as leaders,
they must set an example. But

they're just as human as me and
you.
If you think about it, their ac
tions are a reflection of the public
they represent. Wilson was only
voicing what many Republicans,
and perhaps even a few Democrats,
already had in mind about Obama's
healthcare reform plan. The presi
dent was only voicing the opinion
of, well, the entire population who
saw Kanye's horrible stunt. And
Andres Carson, being one of the
youngest members of Congress,
was just "keepin' it real" as he was
walking down those Independence
Avenue steps.
Their offices may be important,
but before you judge them for their
seemingly outrageous behavior,
just keep in mind that beneath
the suits and ties politicians
are
just
everyday
people.

^ 18 Politicians suffer a spotlight
very different than that of other
prominent figures. They are, af
ter all, supposed to be our bold,
fearless leaders. The scrutiny
they undergo is much harsher
than that subjected onto popular
actors and singers.
9}
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Ever wonder why your
friends call you Mandy?

Ever wonder why everyone can
sing along with Copacabana?

Ever wonder where your parents
had been the night you were conceived?

Wonder No More

MANILOW
October 18
San Diego Sports Arena

Tickets start at 10 bucks and are available at
800.745.3000 or www.ticketmaster.com
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ALBERT SAMAHA
STAFF WRITFR

In 1954, a
social
psychologist
named
Muzafer
Sherif conducted an
experiment in which
he took 22 elevenyear-old, white, fifth
grade boys to a rec
reation camp in Rob
bers Cave State park
in Oklahoma. Sherif,
posing as a camp
counselor, divided the
boys into two groups,
brought them in at
different times, and
didn't tell them of the
existence of another
group.
After
five
days the two groups
eventually met, trig
gering spontaneous
and instant hostility.
Without reason, each
group began to refer
to the other using de
meaning epithets. An
intense rivalry grew,
resulting in cQnsiistent taunting, fierce
competition
and
physical altercations
which Sherif often
had to break up.
Over
the
course of the camp,
the groups developed
cultural differences in
order to distinguish
themselves
from
their counterparts.
Unique traits were
invented to chisel
this separation. For
example one group
cursed and the other
didn't. Behavior was
at least partially con
trolled by this divide.
Sherif's experi
ment, wonderfully de
picted in his book The
Robbers Cave Experi
ment, illustrates the
effect of "groupness,"
the tendency, be it
by nature, nurture
or both, for humans
to form ? groups and
discriminate against
other groups. Group

ness is a powerful potion
- an aphrodisiac for ri
valry. Groupness caused
the unprovoked hostility
between the boys in the
experiment. Groupness
inspired the intention
ally distinctive group
characteristics.
And
groupness is the genesis
for the striking political
partisanship of contem
porary American society.
The vile and ma
lignant grasp of parti
sanship has stripped
the soul from American
democracy. Political dis
course has been displaced
by undisputed paradigm
and, most frightfully,
critical thought has de
ferred to mindless regur
gitation. The silly season
of politics has become an
indefinite mainstay, like
an ice age assumed to be
a long winter. A line in
the dirty snow of politics
has been drawn. Pick a
side or step aside, They to take sides. You are
say. It's going to be a long either a Democrat or a
Republican. Anyone who
winter.
The grasp of parti resists the categorization
sanship has created a po is a fence sitter, a fool, an
litical landscape defined indifferent slob. Thus we
by dichotomy. Ideas are have two groups, two ide
often identified as Dem ologies, two paradigms,
ocratic or Republican. two distinct ways to
People are often identi think and see the world.
fied as Democratic or And once an individual
Republican. And like the attaches to a party, the
groups of boys in Sherif's ideological influence of
study, the political par the party becomes dis
ties in American poli proportionately power
tics have distinguished ful.
themselves with distinct
Social
scientist
identities and distinct
paradigms. In his book Leon Festinger's theory
Who Deliberates?: Mass of Cognitive Dissonance
Media in Modern De states that there is a ten
mocracy Political scien dency for individuals to
tist Benjamin Page rec seek consistency among
ognizes the perils of this their beliefs. When we
configuration, declaring, have beliefs that conflict,
"A two-party political we get uncomfortable, so
system contributes to we do all we can to elimi
the illusion that there are nate any inconsistencies.
two and only two sides to Thus, we, consciously or
every issue, and tends to subconsciously, aLter cer
tain behaviors or certain
stifle dissent."
This "illusion" de beliefs to ensure con
picted by Page has drawn sistency, to ensure they
a line and forced people correspond to our deep-

Feature Editor: Maggie KJos
mklos@usdvista.com
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OF PARTISANSHIP
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You are either a Democrat
or a Republican. Anyone who
resists the categorization is a
fence sitter, a fool, an
indifferent slob.
est, most incontestable
values. In most cases
political partisanship is
one of these incontest
able values. According to
Festinger's theory, then,
our beliefs and actions
must be consistent with
our partisanship. Demo
crats will want their
beliefs to be consistent
with the Democrat ideol
ogy and Republicans will
want their beliefs to be
consistent with the Re
publican ideology.
This
structure
generates an environ
ment where personal be
liefs are dictated by ideo
logical paradigm rather
than critical discourse
and thought. Those who

identify
themselves
with a particular politi
cal party are then apt to
universally accept the
ideals of that party in
order to maintain a selfperception of ideological
consistency. As a result
the political parties set
the beliefs of their mem
bers and partisanship
becomes a self-fulfilling
prophecy.
Democrats
may take on Democratic
ideals because they see
themselves as Demo
crats, and vice versa for
Republicans. Paradigm
precedes attitude and re
places self-deliberation.
The space shuttle
Columbia disaster on

Feb. 1, 2003 stands as a
poignant example of how
ideology can displace
critical thought, even in
the most imperative of
circumstances. Colum
bia was sixteen minutes
away from landing when
it began to break apart.
High over the skies of
Texas, shards and debris
rained down in a tragic
downpour of unimagi
nable failure. Helpless
tyes around the world
watched as jet white
smoke pierced through
the sky, insinuating the
unspeakable. Seven lives
were lost, incalculable in
nocence was sullied and
a perceived invincibil
ity, still fragile from the
Challenger disaster 17
years prior, was irrevers
ibly tarnished. NASA's
epic failure induced the
underlying
sociologi
cal query - how could so

many brilliant minds not
prevent such a catastro
phe?
A subsequent in
vestigation found that
the most
significant
mistake which led to the
disaster was not techni
cal, not mechanical and
not scientific. It was
psychological. According
to NASA's final report,
"External criticism and
doubt... reinforced the
will to impdse the party
line vision on the envi
ronment, not to recon
sider it... This, in turn,
led to flawed
decision
making... and a dimin
ished curiosity about the
world outside the per
fect place.'"
The relentless con
fidence of NASA has cul
tivated remarkable feats
and discoveries. It is this
confidence that allows
NASA to achieve things
that once seemed impos
sible. After all, to make
the impossible happen
one must relinquish
every shade of doubt.

This confidence,however,
also generated an atmo
sphere where dissenters
were belittled and reser
vations scorned. NASA
held an uncontestable
belief in their ability to
succeed. Thus, thoughts
that conflicted with this
dominant belief had to
be altered in order to
avoid the uncomfortable
inconsistency.
Many in NASA
could not even fathom
the possibility of failure
and thus, blinded by the

they were wrong and
that the dominant ideol
ogy was eternally right.
The
psychologi
cal factors that blinded
scores of genius scien
tists from potentially
catastrophic
problems
are just as strongly at
work in our system of
political opinion. Cogni
tive dissonance makes
us treacherously, if sub
consciously, dedicated to
our party, and groupness
makes us hostile towards
the oppositional view-

Ct

Rather than define our
selves by our political party,
we should define ourselves
by our political values...
rays of self-inflicted pro
paganda, did not open
their eyes wide enough
to see any potential
problems. Those who
did recognize potential
problems were either
too afraid to speak up,
ignored by others when
they did or simply con
vinced themselves that

points. This potent cock
tail stretches the political
spectrum, exaggerates
the differences between
parties, and generates
polarizing ideologies.
When
political
parties dictate the beliefs
of a citizenry, democracy
is undermined. Citizens
don't have to study the
policies because their
party will tell them what
to think. Consequently,
the citizenry lacks the
necessary arsenal of
knowledge to hold their
leaders
accountable.
The political arena has
become a competition
between two teams. Dis
cussion on policy gets
overshadowed by the
latest ad hominem at
tacks, the latest finger
pointing.
Partisanship has
become a commodity, to
be bought and sold on

street corners, plas
tered on shirts as pre
tentious indicators of
interest and-worn like
a brand name. The evil
barons of cable news
exploit it for profit,
in order to solidify a
niche audience and
gather the sheep. The
swine in Washington
perpetuate the parti
sanship because the
Rubes in the voting
districts allow it.
The
process
of dulling the sharp
partisanship doesn't
begin in the White
House, but in the
school house, where
critical thought is con
stantly practiced and
advanced. It would
seem the solution to
the problem of parti
sanship is simply to
free ourselves from
political identity, the
genesis of our poten
tial cognitive disso
nance. Rather than
define ourselves by
our political party,
we should define our
selves by our political
values
independent
of ideology; values
that embed within
us through research,
thought and discourse.
After all, there are in
finite combinations of
political stances, yet
only two relevant par
ties. These parties help
us select leaders in an
organized
fashion.
They advise us onpoli
cies. They should not,
however, determine
the political stances
of their members. Po
litical parties exist' to
serve the people, not
the other way around.

The views expressed in this Feature Section are not
necessarily tfiose of The Vista staff, the University
of San Diego or its student body.
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Maybe a little grungy

ARTS & CULTURE

West Indian Girl: more than LSD
NICK PETERSON

GUEST WRITER

RYAN COGHILL
A&C FDITOR
Sleeping in a car might sound a little
grungy, but let it be known; it is quite
the experience. I always thought 1 would
need to go abroad during college in order
to experience culture shock. The problem
is, I have never been able to afford the
luxury of hopping on a plane to another
country for a full semester.
1 almost did not return to USD this
semester. The school is just so damn
expensive. However, 1 landed this job as
editor of Arts & Culture for The Vista.
It was something I could not just bail on
and I was passionate about being a part
of it to gain some real self-worth and
pure enjoyment.
I figured I would live with my
younger brother at Cal-State San Marcos
until I found a place to live. However, he
is a sophomore, at the height of his party
career, making it difficult for me to get
work accomplished.
My friends also did not like the idea
of me not being around and continuously
invited me to sleep on their couch. The
first week of school I took them up on
the offer and did a little couch surfing. I
then went back home to Orange County
on the weekend just because it made
sense to have a bed for three nights.
The second week, my pride got the
best of me. I slept on my friends couch
the first night of the week. The next
night, I slept in my car. For the rest of
week 1 decided to go full throttle as a
nomad and prove to myself how manly
men live their lives.
I woke up each morning to the sun
beating on me. I would grab my surf
board, have a quick shred session and
retire to the outdoor shower with a bar
of soap. Then I would drive up to school
getting on with my day as if everything
was normal.
Mid-week I decided to check out
the hostel above Robertos in Mission
Beach. It was only $125 per week so
it sounded like a bargain. 1 walked in to
shelves covered with DVDs. The owner
told me I could watch any DVD I wanted
at anytime. He then commented, "Oh,
you are a total beach boy. You would be
perfect for this place. You are just like
everyone else here." The first DVD that
caught my eye was "Hostel." He showed
me the bed and it smelled like a drunk
bum. I told him I would get back to him
in the future.
Week three came along and 1 kept
sleeping in my car. I was feeling a sense
of freedom at this point. I did not have
anywhere to be other than school and
work. Because I had nowhere to go home
to, I began spending a lot of time in the
library. I even started finishing assign
ments days in advance.
One night, as I was just dozing off in
the Mission Beach parking lot, two men
and a woman pulled up beside me and
started to smoke what I can only assume
was meth by the way each time they hit
their pipe, they would get very loud and
yell things that did not make sense to the
sober kid in the car beside them. After 20
minutes I got freaked out and drove to
the otherside of the parking lot. I did still
sleep in my car, however, the next night.
When my friends found out what
I was doing they got a bit upset. I told
them I was just living freely. They called
me a hippie. Due to my pride 1 still did
not want to live free on their couch until
1 found a place. They convinced me to
stock their refrigerator with beer as com
pensation. I happily agreed. To Spencer,
Johnny, Omar, and Aaron: I love you.

40 years after the Summer of Love
swept through the hearts, minds and loins
of American youth, and just a week after
the equivalent anniversary of Woodstock,
San Francisco's Golden Gate Park lent itself
to another massive musical jamboree - the
Outside Lands Music & Arts Festival.
Following on a similar note as last
year's debut of the festival, which featured
Beck and Radiohead, the second annual Out
side Lands featured headliners Pearl Jam,
Dave Matthew's Band, M.I.A., the Black
Eyed Peas and Modest Mouse. On Friday,
the first of the three day weekend festival,
psychedelic rock group West Indian Girl
took some time to talk about the festival and
their music.
West Indian Girl's roots began when
guitarist Robert James and bassist Francis
Ten collaborated together in Detroit during
the '90s. West Indian Girl's name derives
from a potent brand of LSD popular in the
sixties, but is also a reference to Robert and
Francis' earlier band.
"Fran and Rob had another band on
Island Records that fell apart and West
Indian Girl formed out of that. It began as
a studio project. They literally worked on a
demo and sent it in and got signed," vocalist
and keyboardist Amy White said.
WIG's music moved west when Francis
settled in LA. The duo continued to work on
the project through mail before Robert joined
his band mate out west. Fusing sounds taken
from their Detroit roots and psychedelic in
fluences, West Indian Girl forged a unique
blend for their self-titled album released in
2004 through Virgin's Astralwerks label.
"[The Detroit influence] is very un
plugged, an underground sound, which
comes into the music. The band has grown a
lot since Detroit though. We've been in LA
a lot longer. We each have our own tastes,
which makes the band so great," said White,
who noted her personal favorite influences
as M-83 and Fever Ray.
Former vocalist Mariqueen Maandig
recently quit the band, leaving a gap to fill

for upcoming live shows including Outside with the band. They were in a transition
Lands and San Diego's Street Scene. The period with their old singer moving on. It
departure of Mariqueen- who is married to . was luck of the draw kind of thing, in the
Nine Inch Nail's Trent Reznor- lead West right place in the right time. I was available
Indian Girl on a search for a new female to sing it, and really liked their music. It's a
really fun project, very fun live. I love the
vocalist.
"It's been a bit of a roller coaster since music, I love the group, I love the people,"
Mariqueen quit. Her heart wasn't in it. So Richards said.
Currently, West Indian Girl is free of
I kind of knew ahead. But we're totally
happy now, and we stay in touch. Since any record label, allowing creativity for the
then we've been auditioning online, and it's future of their music. They have been at
work recording through the summer months
been interesting. We were in a rush to find
someone for the shows. It was very quick and plan to release their work when distri
bution matters are figured out.
for all of us."
"We're not under any sort of record
Fortunately for the band, vocalist
Miranda Lee Richards stepped in to tem label now. We got out of [the Astralwerks
porarily fill WIG's void. A San Francisco deal] with all our masters, we own all our
native, Richards was thrilled about joining masters. Now, there are so many options out
the psychedelic band for a performance in there. We want to try things outside the box.
Golden Gate Park. "A friend of mine is a It's a very exciting time for us, there are a
music journalist, and he's mutual friends lot of options," White said.

COURTESY LAST.FM/MUSIC

Fall Out Boy sucks, Get Up Kids do not
KAITLIN PERRY
ASSOCIATF FDITOR
Bands break up and get back together
on a regular basis. After all, as the Get
Up Kids state in their track "Forgive and
Forget," all good things have endings. But
when those good things reinstate their place
in the world, especially the music world,
it's kind of a big deal.
Kansas City punk band the Get Up
Kids are in the process of doing just that
and are currently embarking upon their first
reunion tour in honor of the 10th anniver
sary of their album, "Something to Write
Home About."
Back in the mid to late '90s and early
2000's,
emo/indie/alternati ve/punk/rock
music was the heart and soul of the cool
American youth. Bands like Blink-182 and
Fall Out Boy, who claim that they were
greatly influenced by the Get Up Kids, took
over MTV, the radio and Warped Tour and
helped the punk scene progress into the
mainstream. But is it really progress?
Guitarist Jim Suptic was quoted as
saying, "The punk scene we came out of
and the punk scene now are completely
different...If this is the world we helped
create, then I apologize," and went on fur
ther to say that the bands they are said to
have inspired "aren't very good."
Matt Pryor, lead vocals and guitar
player for the band, said that he doesn't
really listen to bands like Fall Out Boy. "I
don't know that it has anything to do with
our band really other than that they seem to

C0URTESY SH0WCLIX.COM

like us," Pryor said in regard to having an
influence on Fall Out Boy's music. "They're
not any more important to me than the kid
in the front row singing all our songs."
For a band that has been around as long
as the Get Up Kids have, it's easy to under
stand how Fall Out Boy comparisons and
being called "emo," a term Pryor considers
an insult, could take it's toll. The band de
cided to take a break back in 2005.
"We were really not interested in tour
ing anymore," Pryor said. "We all needed
a break ultimately but none of us really
knew how." Throughout the duration of the
three-year-long break, everyone took part
in different side projects, including record
ing solo albums and playing in bands like
Spoon, New Found Glory and My Chemi-

cal Romance. The Get Up Kids were all
over the place until recently when they
began their reunion tour and decided to post
photos of themselves in a recording studio
via Twitter.
As far as rumors of a new album in
the works go, Pryor said that the band has
written nine songs thus far but that they are
"taking it slow, enjoying each other's com
pany, enjoying writing songs together." The
band is also currently label-less. "I like the
idea of doing things more ourselves and less
reliant on a company," Pryor said.
While a new album may be a while
away, fans of the Get Up Kids can catch the
band at San Diego's House of Blues tomor
row night alongside Youth Group and Pretty
& Nice at 7 p.m.
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Wannabe
rock stars
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More bang for your buck in college
VICTORIA FANTOZZI
G1JFST WRITFR

JUSTINE MARZONI

ASSISTANT AKC. FDITOR

I recently become aware of
a unique habit my friends and 1
have developed. We are interest
ed, almost to the point of obses
sion, with dreaming up obscure
concepts for musical groups and
then naming them accordingly.
We play this game almost ev
eryday. These ideas keep us up
late at night, wake us early in the
morning and entertain us in any
situation.
As a group, decide who will
play what instrument, without
regard to that person's actual
musical abilities. No idea is too
outrageous, and anything is pos
sible. It doesn't matter if I don't
really have much musical abil
ity, I'm still the banjo player in
my new folk-rock band Horse
Tooth.
Sometimes we will even
create bands that none of us plan
on being in. We'll simply enlist
other people to play the fictional
rolls of these soon to be rock
stars.
After a strong concept, a
catchy name and charismatic
front man has been chosen, we
name our hit single and debut
album. I am even guilty of de
veloping drafts of album art and
t-shirt designs, all before any
music has been written or a note
has been played. Horse Tooth
may not have any music up on
its MySpace page, but a whole
line of merchandise is in the end
stages of development.
Although my friends and
1 don't often hang out in base
ments and roll 20-sided die, we
are not that far from Dungeons
and Dragons junkies. Talking
about making it big as a ska
band called Santa Clai (plural
Santas) is almost as outrageous
as pretending to be dungeon
masters or calculating the health
points of a level five warlock,
but outrageousness seems to the
norm.
Does the world really need
another Christmas themed ska
band? Probably not. What my
friends and I are doing, without
trying to (trying is so unhip), is
redefining the entirety of popu
lar culture as it is currently un
derstood. The new version offers
people a much more personal
ized and inside-joke friendly
format that takes the "What,
you haven't heard?" concept
of the ultra-hip and bestows all
the available knowledge on the
masses. No longer do I have to
worry about keeping up on the
latest and obscurest artists, all I
have to do is make up my own.
Next time you find yourself
standing in the smoking section
outside a concert and you strike
up a conversation with some
bearded hipster in pointy boots,
instead of shrinking under his
pretentious "Oh, you haven't
heard of them?" line, just come
right back with a clever band
you made up yourself.

Fashion in a recession. Kind
of problematic, is it not? Vogue is
taunting its readers with gorgeous
over-the-knee boots, dotting them
strategically throughout the pages,
as if one thousand dollars a pop is
nothing.
In the world of fashion, the
price for looking chic is never too
extreme, but this is reality and, let's
face it, the majority of us aren't
too keen to spend our gas money
on footwear. So, the 64 thousand
dollar question becomes: how can
we still stay edgy, in vogue and
trendy without breaking the bank?
Sure, there's plenty of great
stores like Forever 21 or Charlotte
Russe, which offer tremendously
low prices, but they don't always
hit on the current trends, and
when everyone else you know
shops there you may be craving
something new. Here's a list of
the best places to shop locally or
online in a recession.
Topshop: Topshop became
famous as a London-based fashion
outlet (like a British version of
H&M, only better). It has finally
come to the states with a flagship
store in New York and a website
that will deliver all over the
country for one flat shipping fee.
The Brits are known for their
cutting-edge fashion sense, and
Topshop delivers at very low
prices. The fact that they represent
British rather than American
fashion ensures that any purchase
you make will be different from
what's currently being marketed
in our stores. While the clothes
won't last you years, it's a good
place to trend-shop, because after
all, trends only last a season or two

COURTESY METRO.CO.UK
Kate Moss shows off her line for Topshop.

anyway and then are usually never
worn again. The best part? It's
Kate Moss's economy-friendly
line! Visit Topshop.com for more
info and shopping.
The Outnet: The Outnet.com
grew out of the increasingly ritzy
Net-A-Porter, a website which
boasts the most in trend fashion
at the highest prices. The Outnet
sells last seasons clothing from
Net-A-Porter at seriously reduced
rates (usually 50-80 percent off).
This is the place to go when you
want designer clothing without
the high price tag. You can find
Louboutins and Manolos for under
300 dollars,as well as clothing and

handbags straight off the runway.
The downside? They go fast, so
it's best to get on their mailing list
and check new merchandise daily.
J. Crew: J. Crew is a great
place for those who like classy/
preppy fashion. It's definitely not
trendy by any means, but if you
like simple and chic clothing, it's
the place for you. A J. Crew mustbuy are their sweaters. Cashmere,
cotton, cardigan, v-neck - they
have every type imaginable in a
variety of colors and the prices are
reasonable. It's good for stocking
up on school clothes. When you're
in a hurry to get to class but still
want to look put together, a simple

cardigan usually does the trick,
so J. Crew is definitely worth
checking out.
The Salvation Army/Good
Will: For those of you who prefer
to buy less pre-styled clothing, this
is a great spot to shop. While most
clothing stores market ensembles
and outfits, thrift stores leave the
styling totally up to the individual.
It's definitely more of a creative
outlet for people who pride
themselves on dressing uniquely
and steering clear of trends. Of
course you can't beat the prices,
but the best part is the wide range
of clothing you'II find - everything
from vintage to designer.

San Diego freestylist commemorates Poppa Light
TOM KEIGE
GIJFST WRITFR

"If you ain't got nothin' to
say, then shut the f*** up."
I got this message loud and
clear as artist Michel Madrigal
explained to me the importance
of voicing one's opinion. I real
ized Michel was not a shy woman
when she yanked me in through
her apartment door and gave me
the biggest bear hug I'd ever re
ceived. We sat on her balcony
overlooking Normal Heights and
discussed her latest art benefit,
one that would be very close to
her heart. "Never Give Up" is the
theme of artist Michel Madrigal's
latest exhibition benefit, which
will commemorate the memory of
her late father-in-law.
It became clear to Michel
at the ripe age of seven that the
arts, fundraising and activism
would all be involved with her
future. She says she has always
had strong opinions and is a native
San Diegan, so it is no surprise
that her instincts lead her to study
Journalism and Chicano and
Women's Studies at San Diego
State. Michel has gone on to work
with several groups such as the
Peace and Freedom Party and the
San Diego Coalition for Women's
Rights. Nowadays, aside from
organizing countless fundraisers
and working at a law firm, Michel
is proud to be known as a "freestylist," which really makes her
stand out from the crowd.
"I just grab the mic and flow
with it. It's all [about being] in the
moment and f***ing bringing it, in

regards to why I'm there. Nobody
does what I do. I've looked," she
says confidently. It's no wonder
that Michel neither writes down
her material, nor records her free
style performances.
She went on to talk more about
the matter at hand- the reason
behind her fundraiser. After she
mentioned losing her husband,
son and most recently her fatherin-law whom she called "Poppa
Light," it was clear how deeply
and emotionally invested she was
in the fundraiser. While strug
gling to keep her composure, she
described Poppa Light as selfless
and always looking out not only
for her, but also for all the mem
bers of his family. She mentioned
Poppa Light's last wishes before
passing away and said he didn't
want any tears shed, and instead
wished that everyone would party
and celebrate his life. Poppa Light
assured her, "It's a celebration.
I'm going to be playing drums
with the best band upstairs."
As the interview came to
a close, Michel revealed some
words of wisdom: "Never give up
on your dreams. You need to rock
the boat in order to make change
and make sure you're the f***ing
captain."
The proceeds from this Sat
urday's fundraiser will go directly
towards Poppa Light's memorial
concert that will be thrown in his
honor, thus making this event
possible. Sonia Franko, one of
the featured artists, will also be
lending a hand to the cause by dis
playing some of her own paintings
for sale. In addition, Loopman,

TOM KEIGE/THE VISTA

Stevie Harris and Revol Concept
are scheduled to perform live at
the benefit. The event will be held
at CREAM on Saturday, Sept. 26
from 6pm-10pm, $7 single/ $10
couples. CREAM is located in
University Heights, at 4497 Park
Blvd, SD CA 92116.
Michel Madrigal hosts frestyle
concert to memorialize her later
father-in-law this Saturday. To the
right is a piece of her work.
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"Office Space" creator tries his hand at blue collar

An unexpected

CHRISTINE IMPERATORE

GUEST WRITER

If audiences can "extract"
their attention away from the
big-budget, big-name movies of
the fall long enough, they may be
lucky enough to stumble upon the
sleeper comedy "Extract."
Ten years after the release of
"Office Space" and its immortal
ization as a cult hit, Mike Judge,
creator of "Beavis and Butthead"
and "King of the Hill," has graced
film audiences with "Extract."
Jason Bateman is an overworked
owner of an extract factory that is
about to fall prey to a very crafty
pathological liar/ kleptomaniac,
played by Mila Kunis. On the
surface, this film may not seem all
that interesting, but it is actually
surprisingly good and unexpect
edly funny.
Joel (Bateman) finds himself
in quite a few dilemmas when a
workplace accident lands one of
his most loyal employees, Step,
in the hospital with one less tes
ticle than he had originally. Cindy
(Kunis) is hired as a temporary
worker to fill in for Step as he re cases, Bateman really makes the
covers. Caught up in an inner dia audience feel for Joel. Bateman
logue of whether or not to cheat seems to have a knack for this as
on his wife with this lovely new his performance and the character
employee, Joel is unaware that are not all that unlike his Michael
Cindy is plotting to convince Step Bluth in "Arrested Development."
Kunis has certainly come a
to sue the factory for his injury,
and then proceed to scam him out long way from her days as Jackie
Burkhardt on "That '70s Show."
of his lawsuit winnings.
Bateman does a wonderful This film, along with last summer's
job of portraying the "everyman" "Forgetting Sarah Marshall," has
despite his character's nice house proven that eight years on a TV
and BMW 7-Series. At the end of series does not always have to
the day all he wants is to relax and mean typecasting and eventual
get some loving from the missus. disappearance for a young ac
For a character that would most tress. Kunis plays this beautiful
likely come off as a jerk in other and charismatic sociopath quite

matter-of-factly. Her performance
is understated but it works very
well for her character.
Despite the film's low profile
status, there are cameos from a
few high-profile actors. Ben Af
fleck plays Joel's longtime buddy
who owns a bar and also happens
to have access to a myriad of il
legal substances. Gene Simmons
does a hilarious job in the role of
the ridiculous civil attorney hired
for Step's lawsuit. He is "the guy
on the bus bench" which of course
gives him loads of credibility.
Dustin Milligan, who very
wisely left TV's "90210", play s the

dumb-as-a-rock gigolo perfectly.
SNL's Kristen Wiig captures some
great dry humor in her portrayal
of Joel's lonely housewife, Suzie.
Then there's David Koechner,
as the neighbor that just doesn't
understand the meaning of a door
slam to the face, further exhibiting
his mastery of "The Jackass."
"Extract" is entertaining and
quirky. At only 90 minutes it's
certainly worth an evening or af
ternoon. Heck, it's worth the ten
bucks just to see the former KISS
front man in the ludicrous lawyer
ads that are artfully incorporated
into the film.

The Beatles: Rock Band
Their influence on Generation Next
RYAN COGHILL
A&C EDITOR

JESSICA TISHUE

sSTAFFWRITER

The Beatles music, over the
past five decades has continuously
reached the lives of young and old
peopleacross the world .According
to the press release issued by the
creators of "The Beatles:Rock
Band," engineers at Abbey Road
studios spent the past four years
on the re-masters, "utilizing
state-of-the-art
recording
technology alongside vintage
studio equipment [and] carefully
maintaining the authenticity and
integrity of the original analogue
recordings." The 12 re-mastered
albums are inclusive of original
artwork, photos, revised liner
notes and documentaries behind
their inspiration.
The re-mastered albums
coincide with the digitized version
of "The Beatles: Rock Band,"
creating a story that will breach
the gap between avid followers of
The Beatles and new listeners.
Throughout this journey,
fans have the pleasure to relive
the experience of The Beatles'
tours and studio sessions through
images of venues, set lists,
clothing and instruments.
A new set of hardware
replicas is offered, featuring the
Rickenbacker 325 and Gretsch
Duo Jet guitars played by John
Lennon and George Harrison
respectively. Bass players are

given a large-scale replica of a
Hofner, the bass notoriously used
by Sir Paul McCartney. For the
friend in the group who is always
tapping his foot to the beat, a
Ludwig-branded drum set with
a classic pearl finish and vintage
replica Beatles kick drum head
inspired by Ringo Starr is also
available.
The Beatles: Rock Band is
more than just a video game. Like
the actual band, the game goes
above and beyond by contributing
to the welfare of humanity. The
latest version of The Beatles' hit
song "All You Need Is Love"
will be released exclusively on
Xbox 360 Live in contribution
to the game. Proceeds of this will
benefit Doctors Without Borders/
Medecins Sans Frontieres.SirPaul
McCartney, Ringo Starr, Yoko
Ono and Olivia Harrison came
together electing this 1971 born
organization to accrue all profits.
The mission statement of Doctors
Without Borders, "provides aid
in nearly 60 countries to people
whose survival is threatened by
violence, neglect, or catastrophe,
primarily due to armed conflict,
epidemics,
malnutrition,
exclusion from health care, or
natural disasters."
The Beatles 1960's journey
throughout Europe proved that
they were more than just a
group of musicians fueling an
international rock revolution.
They each individually exploited
their '60s popularity with '70s

Finally, music lovers will be provided with a variety of Beatles songs
they can jam out to with a little help from their friends.

peace movement influences as
Lennon protested for peace in
a Canadian hotel bed, making
world news. The Vietnam War
did end soon after, and the
'80s saw peace breaking out
as the nuclear based Cold War
of the Soviet Union ended and
Germany's Berlin wall was
removed, rejoining the split city.
What influence will releasing The
Beatles re-cut recordings have on
today's generation? Is it possible
to bring momentum back to a
worldwide peace
movement
integrating
the
challenged
Mideast and connecting them
into the global economy, causing
the fade of terrorism?

The Beatles once encouraged
a whole generation of young
people to assert themselves in a
way that had not happened before,
but can this rerelease move our
generation? Just the simple task
of playing a song by The Beatles
allows the listener to step back
and remember a time when
things were slower. The beauty
and power of their words and
simple chord progressions allows
us to fall into a trance, hoping for
a world in which peace is finally
given a chance. A world where all
we need is love and the superficial
materialism that blinds us from
seeing what is truly important is
finally exempt.

Alison
Mosshart, lead
singer of The Dead Weather,
makes me feel confused for two
major reasons. 1. Jenny Lewis
has always been my favorite
female musician. 2. I've always
liked boys.
There's something ex
tremely sexy about the only girl
in a rock band, especially when
she lights up a cigarette onstage,
neglecting to push her crazy
black rocker hair out of her
face. I know I'm not the only
one at USD who became infatu
ated with Mosshart after The
Dead Weather's Street Scene
performance in August. She's
the most badass performer I've
ever seen.
1 listen to The Dead Weath
er at least a million times a day
now and have become some
what too easily distracted by
interviews with Mosshart that I
come across online.
I can't place what it is about
her that is so intriguing to me.
Maybe it's her leather jacket,
or her hair, or how tiny she
is onstage next to Jack White
and that guy from Queens of
the Stone Age. I think she's so
cool that I'm seriously consid
ering switching to her brand of
cigarettes, Marlborro Menthol
Lights (and I hate Marlborros).
But why? Why does
Mosshart make me feel like I
want to be just like her? With
Jenny Lewis, I never felt like I
wanted to be just like her. She
sings about how she quit drugs
and smoking in her song "Acid
Tongue," but it never made me
consider quitting my bad habits.
I relate to a lot of her songs in an
emotional way so I think that's
why I love her so much. Maybe
I feel like I'm really similar to
her.
Mosshart on the other hand
is not easy to relate too. I feel
like she revels in her bad habits
and lives a decadent rocker life
style. The Dead Weather's songs
are metaphorical yet simple and
about cool things like whiskey
and being intimidating.
One of my favorite lyrics
ever comes from their song
"Treat Me Like Your Mother."
"Come on look me in the
eye/ You wanna try to tell a
lie?/ I bet you can't and you
know why?/ I'm just like your
mother."
How cool is that? As a girl
who has been lied to by many a
person, this song makes me feel
like slapping people before they
even try to tell a lie. And I like
it. I like songs that make me feel
passionate, and I like people
who make me feel passionate.
So Alison Mosshart is a win win
for me.
Though I'll probably never
get to hang out with her or
anything, I can still envy her
lifestyle and admire her badass
persona. And I'll be listening to
Diplo's remix of "Treat Me Like
Your Mother" all the while.
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Cold War Kids today!
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USD Radio gets rocking

RYAN COGHILL
A&C FDITOR

CHRISTINE BOYICH
GUFST WRITFR

By now you have heard the
buzz around campus that the Cold
War Kids will be performing at
the Student Life Pavilion Grand
Opening today at 12 p.m. For
those of you who do not know
who the Cold War Kids are, now
is your chance to be exposed
to an indie rock band that has
a wide range of songs, from
heavy reverberations to laid-back
melodies.
The band began playing
together in downtown Fullerton,
Calif, around 2004. They then
relocated to Los Angeles to
begin recording their first album,
"Robbers and Cowards" in
2005. Throughout their climb to
notoriety, the band has received
criticism for simply sounding
like many other indie rock bands
out there, with some critics even
comparing them to The Strokes.
Critics were even quick to
make fun of lead singer Nathan
Willett's "soulful yelp of a voice"
and making the argument he
is trying to imitate the late Jeff
Buckley. However, the Cold War
Kids do not sound like every indie
rock group out there. They have
a unique sound that is a mix of
soulful blues and rock and roll the
way it should be portrayed. Their
lyrics mainly incorporate stories
of personal experiences and dark
days in the past.
Crowd favorite, "Saint John,"
tells a story about a guy who
kills a group of college boys for
getting fresh with his sister. The
voice in the song continually
cries, "I shame my family, shame
my home." The young girl in the
story finishes work one night and
runs into this group of "white
boys in the stay-pressed slacks."
The "boys grabbed her by the

Last spring, a few kids sat
around a kitchen table talking
about creating a radio station for
USD. The students wanted to do
something new. They wanted to
help give their fellow classmates
a voice and an outlet for their cre
ative expression.
Devoted to their vision and
their love of music, the students
of USD Radio worked hard to get
their station off the ground. The
online station, USDRadio.org, was
launched in March. It was entirely
funded by the students created by
the students, and advertised by the
students among their peers.
In the first few weeks follow
ing the launch of USD radio, 600
students had joined the USD Radio
group on Facebook in support
of the organization. Alumni and
USD staff also showed supportby
posting music on the web site. By
the end of the spring semester,
USDRadio.org received 10,000
visitors, including some from
Russia, Germany and China.
USD Radio features playlists
created by students, album re

views and concert reviews. The
site also includes music by student
musicians at USD. USD Radio
will now have a room in the new
Student Life Pavilion, and equip
ment has been ordered to help the
students stream scheduled weekly
shows on the site.
With student interest rap
idly growing, the students of USD
Radio are busy posting music,
writing reviews, conducting in
terviews and searching for USD
student musicians.
USD Radio is dedicated to
providing great music for the
student body, but also wants to
develop the student musician
community on campus. They are
planning a student musician BBQ
night in October, and are looking
for students to participate and
have their music be heard.
If you are interested in becom
ing a student DJ, writing reviews
and interviewing, or are a student
musician, stop by a USD Radio
meeting. Meetings are Thursdays
at 1 p.m. in Camino Hall, Room
108, or visit USDRadio.org.
Check the site regularly for
new interviews, new DJ shows,
new playlists and new show re
views and previews.

COLDWARKIDS.COM

The band during a pre-show ritual. The ritual consists of all four
band members looking into each other's eyes, and saying some
thing like, "Today I am sick and lonely but I will dig deep deep inside
myself with our preformance." They end with a hug.

waist with the caffeine eyes,
their hands all fidgety electric."
The man then "picked up a brick
from my papa's front yard and
threw it at the tallest boys face."
Now he cries, "old Saint John on
death row, he's just waiting for a
pardon." For protecting his little
sister, he now receives the death
penalty.

So don't expect to walk
away from this show like you
just walked through a field of
butterflies. Guaranteed this
is not something you want to
pass up. These aren't words
of encouragement to bail on
studying for that 4 o'clock quiz
later in the day, but it might not
be that bad of an idea.

The USD radio office. They are doing huge things in a small room.

The Ultimate Laser Adventure

USD GROUP
EVENT DISCOUNT

W'11-

WELCOME TO ALL NEW AND RETURNING USD STUDENTS!

3146 Sports Arena Blvd. - San Diego, CA

Enroll in MILITARY SCIENCE! Find out more about LEADERSHIP, OFFICERSHIP
and SCHOLARSHIPS!
Call 619-260-7920, email: warnold@sandieqo.com

Two Blocks East of SD Sports Arenal

y the United States Army; All rights reserved.

(619) 221-0100
www.ultrazonesandiego.com
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With Polamalu out, fate lies with Fitzgerald
MICHAEL FERRARO
STAFF WRITER

RYAN SIDHOO
.SPORTS P.O-FDITOR
Call him what you want: arrogant,
talented, immature, a businessman, a
perfectionist or the greatest. Maybe
even label him a pompous jerk. But
what is one appropriate title to stick on
the flamboyant Pretty Boy Floyd Mayweather?
His dominating victory over Juan
Manuel Marquez last Saturday at
MGM Grand in Vegas was beautifully
crafted and so one-sided that 1 thought
Marquez may have pulled a Roberto
Duran and just flat out quit. Some
where Taylor Swift is smiling know
ing that she is not the only who was
humiliated in front of millions. It also
improved Mayweather's record to 400. Let me reiterate that: Mayweather
has had 40 bouts since 1996 and has
not lost one of them. That's more than
a decade of domination. 1 doubtIcould
even go 40-0 on Fight Night Round 4.
Yes,boxing is not as saturated with
talent as it once was but that should not
tarnish Mayweather's 40 wins with 25
KO's. He still had to battle Diego Corrales, Arturo Gatti, Zab Judah, Oscar
Del La Hoya and Ricky Hatton. Hatton was the one who was supposed to
have a chance but that fight was like
Ryan Leaf's NFL career: over before
it began.
Mayweather's recent fight with
Marquez was not one of his finest per
formances. Marquez had to move up
two weight classes, but so did the size
of his wallet with this pay day. Skilled
but smaller, Marquez was simply
overwhelmed, which is surprising for
a man who drinks his own urine (YouTube it). This fight was clearly a tune
up for Mayweather since he has not
fought in about two years since his re
tirement from the sport. The question
is, tuning up for who?
Everybody wants to see May
weather and Manny Pacquaio go at
it. Pacquaio showed he can go up in
weight class when he toyed with Del
La Hoya. Granted the Golden Boy was
on the decline. Pacquaio handled his
extra weight better than your room
mate did with their "freshman 15."
However, there are some hurdles to
overcome before fight fans are gift
wrapped this showdown. That hurdle
is called Miguel ('otto.
Cotto and Pacquaio are scheduled
to fight on Nov. 14. If Pacquaio wins,
maybe the Super Bowl of boxing will
take place. If Cotto wins, maybe we
will see Shane Mosley step in. Mosley
pulled a Kanye and interrupted May
weather's post bout glory, issuing him
challenge, which Mayweather called
desperate. Regardless of who he fights.
Money Mayweather is newsworthy.
Love him or hate him, we watch him.
Who is Floyd Mayweather? He is a
true showman.

Sports fans eagerly raced to the
nearest video game store to purchase
the latest edition of Madden NFL 2010.
Having been around many years, it is
always at the top of the list for many
sports addicts and gamers. Aside
from forcing kids and young adults
to lock themselves inside all day and
be mesmerized by the game, Madden
NFL has arguably had other effects and
repercussions.
It was not until the 2000's that EA
Sports decided to use action shots of
the game's hottest players on the video
game's box. Although this might appear
to be just another endorsement for the
already well paid athletes, others disagree
and have come to call it "The Madden
Curse."
Ever since EA Sports decided to
switch the cover pictures to the players
themselves, the cover athletes started to
experience setbacks in their careers, most
commonly brought about by injury. Some
of the incidents include Michael Vick
(2004), who after being on the game box
was then sidelined by a season threatening
leg injury,Ray Lewis (2005) who encoun
tered a season ending hamstring injury in
week six and Donovan McNabb (2006)
who tore his ACL after being Madden's
cover boy. Other players who have experi
enced turmoil from being featured on the
game include Shaun Alexander (2007) and
Vince Young (2008). Quarterback Brett
Favre was on the cover in last year's 2009
edition and while many thought he made it

CURSE OF MADDEN
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safely through the season, Favre later stat
ed that he had a partially torn bicep which
greatly affected his play.
While many NFL players claim that
the "curse" is merely superstition and non
sense, other NFL stars have turned down
offers to be on the game's cover in fear for
their safety.
The next thing on the minds of foot
ball fans is the fate of not just the one, but
two players on the cover of Madden NFL
2010. EA Sports, in an attempt to mix up
the streak of injuries, decided to put Pitts-

burgh Steelers safety Troy Polamalu and
Arizona Cardinals wide receiver Larry
Fitzgerald on the cover. It just so hap
pened Polamalu suffered a sprained MCL
in his knee in his first game of the season.
Is the "curse" of Madden true?
While many still continue to debate the
topic, the answer will lie in the fate of
Larry Fitzgerald's season. With only one
week down and many more to go, all eyes
are on Fitzgerald to see if he will be the
man that will finally break the "Madden
Curse."

Men's soccer loses heartbreaker to Dartmouth
CRISTINE MOCK &
HALLIE HUSTON
.STAFF WRITERS

The Torero Men's soccer team had a
successful week of practice putting their
recent loss against Penn State behind them.
USD was mentally and physically prepared
for their match against fifth ranked Dart
mouth Friday night under the lights at the
Torero Stadium. However, the Toreros lost
2-1 to Dartmouth to open the 2009 San Di
ego Nike Soccer Classic Tournament.
The men came out in the first half look
ing determined and set on getting the win.
The Toreros struck first in the 35th minute
with a goal by Marcel Carminatti, a junior
who transferred from Brazil.
San Diego got the ball down in Dart
mouth's defensive third for a corner kick.
With a quick pass to Charles Blase, who
crossed it to Carminatti, the Toreros had
Dartmouth on their heels going into halftime leading 1-0. San Diego outshot Dart
mouth 6-2 in the first half of play.
"We played really well in the first half
and definitely out played Dartmouth," se
nior forward JT Howlan said.
In the second half Dartmouth tied it up
in the 64th minute when Austin Bowers, a
junior for the Big Green, scored a goal to
make it even at 1-1.
Shortly
after, in the seventyeighth minute, senior Craig Henderson and
junior Daniel Keat connected with each
other to score the game winning goal for
the Big Green.
The Toreros outshot Dartmouth again
in the second half 8-7, but were not lucky
enough to get another goal in the back of
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The Toreros squandered a 1-0 lead and dropped the match 2-1.
the net.
"We outplayed Dartmouth, and didn't
come out with the win," said a dissapointed
Howlan.
Senior defender Ryan Peterman had
similar thoughts about the game."We had
the early lead, but unfortunately Dartmouth
capitalized on their only two opportunities,"

the standout defender said.
It was a tough loss for USD as they fall
to 3-2-0 on the season. The Torero Men will
take on 15th ranked Michigan State on Sun
day in Torero Stadium at 2 p.m. Also, the
Toreros will take on the UCLA Bruins on
September 25th, which should make for a
classic westcoast showdown.
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Diary of a Torero: Sports and beyond
The positives and negatives of superstitions

JAMES MEADOR
FFATIJRF WRITFR

Superstitions have become a huge part
of each athlete's game and can be either
good or bad mental strategies. I know from
experience that these tactics can either be
rewarding or incredibly destructive. The
whole reason for having a superstition is
to be creative with the daily routines that
make your performance successful. Big
leaguers, pro players, college players, high
school players and young bucks all have
superstitions, even if they are not fully
aware of it.
The most common superstitions in the
big leagues are pre at-bat routines, medita

tions and hand shakes. These are considered
positive superstitions, but I know personally
that these little games or mental blocks can
get out of hand.
I have been a baseball player my whole
life and I have experienced the positive
and negatives of these pre-game rituals.
I started noticing them in high school and
that is when it really started hindering my
athletic play. I took it to the extent that if
I did not pick up a piece of trash, 1 would
think that I would play poorly that day. Or
if 1 did not eat the same exact watermelon
flavored jolly rancher each day before the
game I would not play as well as if I did.
It was when 1 was playing well that I
figured out that superstitions are all in your

head and that is why 1 consider them men
tal controlling factors that can be harm
ful. Sometimes I would forget to do some
superstitions but would still have a good
game. It was not until after the game that
1 realized it did not matter if I did a dumb
little thing or not. For me, superstitions
only became a distraction, and as I got
older I finally figured out how to move
away from them. To this day, all I do now
is have half of a banana before my game
given to me from my parents or girlfriend.
I have successfully cleared my mind as
much as possible and 1 think for younger
players in the future the faster you get over
these superstitions, the sooner you will
play their way to their full potential.

Torero basketball: A family affair
BRANDON JOHNSON
FEATURF WRITFR

At the end of last season the Torero
basketball family took a blow when two
members decided that USD was not the
right choice for their future. The connec
tions that Rob Jones and Trumaine John
son made with the people on campus,
as well as the team itself, are ones that
cannot be easily broken. Although they
are no longer apart of the USD basket
ball team, they are still very much a part
of our family, as individuals who played
a large part in our success two years ago.
As far as the personal aspect of the
situation goes, I do miss both the guys.
I hated to see them leave, and they were
part of our family and I hate to see my
family falling apart.

When you reflect upon the situation you
realize that it is all a part of maturing and 1
realized that every situation is not always
right for someone. Therefore, I am not
truly happy about their leaving, but I do
understand life and the fact that they had
to do what was best for them.
Even with the loss of said family memb
ers the team must realize that we have to
continue to build and focus on what we
can control, and that is trying to get bet
ter and put out a better performance on the
court this year.
For the '09-' 10 season Coach Grier has
gone out and recruited some very talented
individuals, and their positions range from
center to point guard. Obviously they are
very young and it will take some time for
them to develop to their full potential.
Once they realize that potential they will

be able to contribute in ways that are un
imaginable.
As they develop their game, a lot will
fall upon myself as well as De'Jon Jack
son and the other veteran guys. We will
have to help them grow throughout the
year and help teach them from the tri
als and tribulations that we have made
throughout our years of playing Torero
basketball.
Only time will tell, but I do believe that
the new guys will fill the role that was left
by Toreros that chose to take their basket
ball career down another path. The new
members of the team will never be able to
detract from the ways that Rob and Tru
maine contributed to the team both per
sonally and on the court. Although they
are no longer with us they will forever
have a place in this family.
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What if,
Trojans?

MORGAN PAYNE
SPORTS CO-EDITOR

Stop me when this starts to sound
familiar. Coming off a big win against a
top ranked opponent, the USC Tro
jans head into a Pac-10 road game as
heavy favorites, and lose. For the fourth
consecutive season the Trojans dropped
a crucial game against a much weaker
conference foe, ostensibly derailing
their hopes of a BCS title.
With expectations in Pasadena as
high as any in the nation,USC faltered
against a sub-par opponent once again.
Their loss against the Washington Hus
kies this past Saturday was just another
in a long list of debilitating losses. With
Florida and Texas vying for undefeated
campaigns, it will yet again be extreme
ly difficult for the Trojans to compete
for a national title this year.
My question that arises out of this
mess is simply this: What if?
Dating back to 2006, Pete Carroll
has ted the Trojans to an astonishing
36-6 record, the best record in the na
tion during that span. The problem is,
those six losses have all come against
unranked opponents in which the
Trojans were double digit favorites. The
most glaring blemish being the inexpli
cable 2007 loss to 41 point underdog
Stanford which many have called the
greatest upset in the history of the
game.
What if his team had not dropped
six games to teams they would usually
destroy?
Consider the possibility of six
straight undefeated seasons and six
straight BCS National Championship
game appearances. I know that sounds
crazy, but it really is not too far fetched
of an idea. USC has generally won
the big games, but has faltered against
some unheralded opponent early in the
year.
If the Trojans had taken care of
business and dominated their weaker
opponents like was expected of them
they would have had a shot at immor
tality. Those six glaring mistakes have
transformed what could have been the
greatest dynasty in the history of col
lege football into simply a powerhouse
mentioned among a few others. USC
has been incredible over the past half
dozen years, but have they been much
more remarkable than Texas, or Florida,
or even Boise State?
I understand six straight unde
feated seasons is a big stretch, but they
easily could have won half those games
and appeared in another two or three
title games. USC is the biggest name in
college football and they typically play
as such, but a few too many careless
mistakes against sub-par opponents
have crippled them. But, hey, if it was
not for upsets who would tune in on
Saturdays, or spend countless hours
yelling in front of the TV?
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Toreros bring the house down, literally
CHRISTOPHER HANNEKE

STAFF WRITFR
It was not pretty, but the Toreros
opened up conference play with an im
portant victory, downing first-year Pioneer
League opponent Marist 17-10 in the 2009
home opener.
The first half was marred by the sloppy
play of the Toreros. Marist scored first with
a late first quarter field goal, but a 67-yard
return on the ensuing kickoff by J.T. Rogan
set USD up nicely at the 18-yard line of
Marist. However, as was the story for basi
cally the entire first half, the offense was not
able to capitalize and the team settled for a
28 yard field goal by Mike Levine, tying the
game at three.
Marist was not able to do much on the
offensive side of the ball either, but they
managed an 8 play, 65-yard scoring drive,
which ended with a 1 yard rushing touch
down by Ray Fiumefreddo giving Marist a
10-3 lead as the teams headed in for halftime.
The Red Foxes still managed to domi
nate the time of possession battle, holding
the edge by over 10 minutes. However, the
Toreros played inspired defense and they
only allowed 286 yards during that entire
time on the field. Loka Kanongatta's 9 tack
les led the team.
After the break, San Diego made a
surprising move when they decided to sit
senior quarterback Sebastian Trujillo after
he went 6 of 9 for just 31 yards in the first
half. The running game was not much help
either, as the team only managed 80 yards
on the ground.
The pressure fell on red shirt freshman
quarterback Sam Scudellari, who stepped
up to the challenge and brought some much
needed energy to the Toreros. The offense
was able to find their rhythm, at least for a
short while, when they put together a 65yard scoring drive of their own, which was
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The Toreros take down the Red Foxes as well as the Walter J. Zable Stadium stands.

capped off by a 2 yard touchdown run by
J.T. Rogan. Levine added the extra point to
knot the game up 10-10 as the third quarter
came to an end.
Marist had its fair share of chances in
the fourth quarter, but kicker Kevin Pauly
learned the hard way just how difficult it
is to kick in to the small but raucous USD
student section, as he missed field goal at

tempts on two consecutive drives, including
one with just 2:36 to play.
Late in the fourth quarter Scudellari
rolled right and the entire Marist defense
followed, but tight end Patrick Doyle snuck
out to the left where he caught the short
screen pass and ran into the end zone un
touched to put the Toreros up 17-10 with
just 41 seconds to play. It was just enough

as the team held on to improve to 2-1 on the
season, and 1-0 in Pioneer League play.
But the fun was not over yet. After
the two teams shook hands, the Toreros
ran toward the student section to give their
traditional high fives to the fans. The excite
ment in the stands was too much to contain
and the railing collapsed, dropping many
students down onto the field.
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Ditch
the parking headache.
Buy a SDSU Student Semester Pass & score unlimited
rides on the Bus and Trolley all semester long.
On sale at the UC Box Office
September 1 - October 15,2009

$154
Valid August 26 - December 31,2009
(includes a $15 USD subsidy)
Limit one pass per student. Student ID required for purchase.

www.sdmts.com
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